
90 Day
Onboarding

Checklist
The following checklist is intended to serve as a guide for managers

to ensure their new employees are receiving the support and
resources they need to succeed in their first 90 days of employment

with a company.



Introductions to the employee handbook, code of
conduct, safety requirements, in addition to who we are,
what we do, and why we do it. 

Assign a senior peer mentor for the first 90 days to help
each new hire navigate the rapids of culture, expectations,
the hidden organizational chart, and the rules of
engagement.

DAY 1



Introductions to and presentations by key leaders to
explain their unique roles and responsibilities to new
hires. CEOs should be part of the line-up, if possible. 

Address what your organization “over-manages” –
meaning what it emphasizes, values, and pays particular
attention to. 

Share your internal heros, the community efforts your
company participates in, and why senior leaders enjoy
coming to work each day. 

Key question from immediate supervisor in a 1-on-1
meeting: “Have you faced any surprises that you didn’t
see coming, and what could we have done differently
during the interviewing process to better prepare you for
your new role?”

DAY 30



Conduct a 1-on-1 touch-base meeting with immediate
supervisor. 

Key questions from immediate supervisor in a 1-on-1
meeting: “Do you see a particular pivot point coming? In
other words, after two months in the role, do you feel that
you’ll need to make a major adaptation to what you
originally imagined you’d be doing or a critical change in
your focus to remain successful?”

DAY 60



Conduct a 1-on-1 touch-base meeting with immediate
supervisor. 

Introduce the various performance appraisal and feedback
tools that new hires will be measured by at the end of the
performance period. 

Key questions from immediate supervisor in a 1-on-1
meeting: “What kinds of goals do you think would be
appropriate to set for yourself over the next 90 days?”

DAY 90



Continue the
conversation...
Your job only begins with the hire of a new employee and completion of
successful onboarding. To help your organization maximize its
investment in new hires, you can be the arbiter of possibilities. Improve
your ability to identify opportunities and issues that establish ongoing
commitments between employees and managers.

101 Tough Conversations to
Have with Employees

In Paul Falcone’s guide for managers, he
leads from a goal to treat people with
dignity and respect. Foster positive
relationships with both new and veteran
employees by facilitating clear, direct
interactions, helping to sidestep potential
awkwardness and meet issues head-on.
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delivers the secrets behind finding the
right hires, developing positive employee
relationships, and being the best leader
you can be for your team.
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